
Buying a home can be challenging. Not only are there many steps

in the overall process, but there is also a vast amount of

information to navigate. For a first-time homebuyer - or even a

seasoned buyer who is just trying to navigate the NYC market -

finding a home can be an exciting and overwhelming

combination. 

For brokerages, the home selling process can be challenging for

different reasons, especially when there are more leads in the

pipeline than there is time for agents to follow up. While many

brokerages have a system in place for identifying the leads that

are most likely to convert into buyers, there’s always a chance

that potential buyers are being left out of the equation. 

Localize sets out to make this decision making process easier for

brokers through the use of technology and customer support that

can engage with multiple buyers at once. That’s because Localize

is the only platform with Smart Matching, a process that finds

the best home for every buyer by tapping into more than 100 data

points that help improve lead qualification and engagement. 

At Localize, we do the house hunting for you, turning leads into

clients. The Localize system refines a buyer’s preferences and

then follows that up with step-by-step assistance to understand

all of a buyer’s needs, desires and nice to haves. Localize

advisors then work directly with buyers until a home is found, an

agent is introduced and an offer is made. 

CHALLENGES

“I didn’t know anything and was reading a

lot of articles. The Localize customer

support team reached out and we had a call.

They made recommendations and explained

real estate needs, like what a buyer’s agent

was.”

“I saw Localize and felt like the filters were

helpful. The Trader Joe’s filter and bright

and sunny filter caught my eye. I’m data-

driven, so the data helped gain my trust.”

THROUGH THE USE OF

TECHNOLOGY AND

PERSONALIZED

CONVERSATIONS, LOCALIZE

HELPS TAKE THE BURDEN

OFF OF BROKERS’ TO-DO

LISTS, BRINGING POTENTIAL

BUYERS FROM SEARCH TO

KEYS IN HAND.

Localize  Helps  to  Make  the

Homebuying  Process  Seamless

for  Brokers  and  Buyers  through

the  Use  of  Smart  Matching

Notes from Localize Buyers
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Localize is on a mission to

simultaneously help

homebuyers find their

perfect home and help

brokerages not leave any

leads on the table. If your

brokerage doesn’t have the

time or resources to follow

up with every single

potential buyer, Localize

can help manage the time-

consuming early stage of

the buying process.

To learn more about how Localize can support your agents, 

set up a demo today.

“Working with this buyer is an

example of a non-linear process,

where the offer initially fell

through, but then worked out in

the end. This just reinforced our

goal to work to be available for

the people we are working with on

the homebuying process - even if

they are longer timeline leads.”

“The best communication channel

depends on the person - there is a

mix of what is best. Our

onboarding calls are always in

person, but as long as there is an

established connection, any

channel that the buyer wants to

communicate in works for us.”

Notes from Localize

Real Estate Advisors

To explore the Localize process, the following example shares a recent buyer’s

experience:

Alex, a recent Localize buyer had spent time considering buying vs. renting

and, due to changes in plans caused by the pandemic, ultimately decided to

purchase a new home in NYC. Alex started looking for a home in October of

2020 and quickly put together their list of must haves and nice to haves, which

they used to implement a search across a number of real estate sites. When

they found Localize through an online ad, they were intrigued by the

website’s use of data-driven search attributes, such as information on how

much sunlight a home gets. 

Once Alex began engaging on the Localize website, the home matching

functionality was able to collect information that was passed along to the

Localize real estate advisor team. The Localize advisor team reached out to

Alex and began sending recommendations based on their “dream list,”

including sharing real estate options in their preferred neighborhoods, such as

Crown Heights and Bedford-Stuyvesant. 

Alex eventually saw a property they liked in Brooklyn Heights. At this point,

the Localize advisor team was able to connect Alex with a vetted agent, who

assisted with showings. 

Throughout the process, the Localize advisor team stayed in contact with

Alex, offering additional information that could assist in the buying process.

Eventually, Alex made an offer on the property, securing their new home with

the help of Localize. 

HOW LOCALIZE HELPED

The buyer in this Localize success story came to the process with a lot of

information gathering to do on both the real estate process and NYC market.

Localize supported the overall process - from search until closing - through

personalized contact with the Localize advisor team. Once the buyer was

ready to move from the information and search phase to the property viewing

phase, Localize was able to connect them with an agent who could continue

the home viewing process. 

The key benefit for brokerages lies in the fact that the Localize solution does

all the heavy lifting when it comes to buyer education, preference

identification, and sharing of listing details. Localize relieves broker burden

and passes on buyers only once they are ready to engage with a property. This

allows agents to focus on buyers once they are actually ready to move onto

the home viewing and house purchasing portion of the buying process. 

Are you ready to add your leads to our list of thousands of buyers who have

found a home on Localize?
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